GivingTuesday is a global generosity movement unleashing the power of people and organizations to transform their communities and the world on December 3, 2019 and every day.

Join TLM in Changing Lives Through Tech

The Last Mile is #changinglivesthroughtech teaching the incarcerated how to computer code. How can you help educate incarcerated individuals? Double your impact. StandTogether is matching donations on #givingtuesday.

Jevonie Rogers was a TLM student in Southern California, and is currently a Software Engineer and Technical Assistant in our Remote Instruction studio for The Last Mile.

Jen Browning was a TLM participant in the first cohort in Indiana. She continued her education with Kenzie Academy and is currently a Full Stack Engineer.

Carrie Murchison was a TLM participant at Folsom Women’s Prison. She is now helping other participants as an Academic Support Representative at The Last Mile.

Student Stories
Learn how TLM participants from California and Indiana reflect on their time in the TLM classroom and on how it has transformed their lives.